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Utilization
Past Outages

• 10/20/14 (2 hours): NERSC CA and NEWT
Planned Outages

• Quarterly Maintenance
  – 11/11/14 from 8 am to 6 pm
  – IO resources will be set to 0 at 5 pm the date before
  – System wide outage (including project, etc.) 8:00 am to 1:00 pm
U-Hunting

• Old PDSF homes are mounted read only
• Need to be removed eventually (no date yet)
• Any reference to “/u/” or “/home” will fail once this happens
• Please replace these with “$HOME” or /global/homes/…. 
• The entire SL53 software stack is located on old PDSF homes
  – Must be relocated
  – Don’t expect any issues, but please let us know if something stops working
Topics from the Users